Park & Pedal is a network of parking stations conveniently located cycling distance from your city’s employment centers, allowing you to park your car in a designated spot, and pedal a bike to work, avoiding “last-mile” congestion and parking at work.

- Low public exposure, open-air, individual travel
- Start biking even if you live too far from work
- Ride a manageable distance

Park & Pedal uses the most efficient mode of travel for each leg of the journey. You drive when driving makes sense, and bike when congestion increases.

Visit parkandpedal.org for a complete map of current Park & Pedal locations

Compared with driving all the way, Park & Pedal is:

- **Cheaper** Saves parking and driving costs
- **Faster** Skips traffic
- **More Reliable** Bikes don’t get stuck in traffic
- **Healthier** Active commute = less burnout
- **Greener** Eliminates most polluting segment